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(Edythe) Ellison Harvie (1902-1984) began her architectural training in 1920 
at Swinburne Technical College after being unsuccessful in gaining 
employment as an articled assistant in architectural practices in Melbourne. 

 

 

Determined since childhood to become an architect, Ellison Harvie was 
supported in this relatively unusual ambition for a young woman otthe time by 
her engineer father (Willis 2001). In her first year at Swinburne, travelling from 
the comfortable middle-class suburb of East Malvern, Harvie studied building 
construction under the recently appointed lecturer, architect Arthur 
Stephenson. 

Swinburne’s School of Art was fortunate in securing Stephenson, who had 
qualified before serving in World War I and worked in England after the war. 
He established a practice with Percy Me in 1920 that became known for a 
range of commercial commissions, most notably bank buildings in 
Melbourne’s CR0, Australia’s pavilions for international trade exhibitions and 
increasingly, hospital design. Stephenson’s experience of the brutal conflict in 
World War I contributed to his enthusiastic commitment to specialise in 
hospital architecture on his return to Australia, He made numerous visits to 
hospitals and public housing developments in Europe and the US throughout 
his career and became known as an innovator, educator and leader within the 
profession. While not an especially talented designer, Stephenson was 
admired for his ability to seek out talented architects, to employ them and 
support their professional development. 

 

Harvie became Stephenson’s first articled student in 1921, suggesting that 
she showed considerable ability, a capacity for hard work and intelligence. 
The length of their association suggests that she shared his goal of an 
architecture that was socially instrumental. After graduating from Swinburne in 
1923 Harvie travelled to Europe in the following year to goon the customary 
architect’s grand tour to experience at first hand the wealth of its architectural 
tradition and the latest in architecture and planning. In 1925 she returned to 
work at Stephenson & Me and completed her articles, Harvie undertook a 
further four years of studies at the University of Melbourne’s Architectural 
Atelier, which during the interwar period functioned as a funnel for articled 
students from architectural practices and technical colleges throughout 
Victoria, preparing them tor the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects 
qualifying exams. 

 

Passing her exams and achieving her registration with the RV1A in 1926, 
Harvie was promptly appointed architect in charge of a major project, the 
Jessie MacPherson wing of the Queen Victoria Hospital in Lonsdale Street, 
Melbourne. This was a ‘meteoric rise for an architect who had begun her 



training in 1920’, yet she was a calm and reserved person, a quiet achiever 
(Willis 2001, p.42). 

 

Harvie went onto be a significant contributor to the planning of the layout and 
interior schemes of Melbourne’s Mercy Hospital in East Melbourne (1934—
36), which combined functional innovations, new technology and new 
construction methods. It was the first comprehensively modern hospital built in 
Australia, facilitating modern medical practice, patient care, and innovation in 
treating female patients from diverse social backgrounds with its mix of public 
and private wards. At the time it was popularly hailed for its modernist 
aesthetic and use of brilliant colour in public areas and as accents on the 
largely white exterior. Within the architectural fraternity what was extremely 
influential was its balance of functionalism and a streamlined, unornamented 
aesthetic, a sign of the arrival of what is now termed International Modernism. 

 

Harvie’s area of expertise became hospital planning and project 
administration, overseeing design and facilitating large and extremely 
complex projects from start to finish. The Royal Melbourne Hospital (1936-41) 
for example, with its original tour multi-storey buildings, included provision for 
800 beds, 2,000 outpatient and casualty cases per day, teaching and 
research functions, Innovations such as pipes for suction and sterile water, 
electric bed pan washing machines, a central kitchen and on-site laundry 
became standard for Australian hospitals after this, allowing nurses to attend 
more to observation and treatment through minimising the drudgery of patient 
care. 

 

The practice was restructured and renamed Stephenson & Turner in 1937 
and a Sydney office was added to deal with increasing commissions. As a 
result of these changes and her demonstrated abilities, Harvie was given 
responsibility for running the Melbourne headquarters She worked on every 
Stephenson & Turner hospital project in Melbourne and Sydney throughout 
the I 930s and into the 1950s, Her success in managing the Royal Melbourne 
Hospital project was acknowledged with election as a fellow of the Royal 
Victorian Institute of Architects, the first Australian woman architect to be 
honoured in this way, and a partnership in the practice of Stephenson & 
Turner in 1946, In this Harvie recorded another achievement — she was the 
first Australian woman to be made partner of a major architectural practice. 
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